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Featuring:

Faculty and Staff
Mary K. Bercaw Edwards, Lynn Bloom, Patrick Hogan, Grégory Pierrot, Pamela Brown, Mary Burke, Bruce Cohen, Darcie Dennigan, Serkan Görkemli, Frederick Roden, Christopher Vials, Sean Forbes, Pamela Bedore

Graduate Students
Erin Lynn, Katie Nunnery, Hayley Stefan, Matthew Jones, Amanda Greenwell, Nicole Lawrence

Peer-Reviewed Publications


Book Reviews and Other Contributed Work

Bercaw Edwards, Mary K. Round Table Series: “Maritime Studies In and Out of the Classroom.” Panorama (online forum sponsored by the Journal of the Early Republic), 28 May 2019.


Dennigan, Darcie. “We Add Our Tears ...” Covid-safe, interactive ritual to mourn what we’ve lost with this pandemic, this environment, this country. Presented at, and with support from, Waterfire Arts Center, as part of “The Decameron Providence.” Created and performed by Dennigan, Rachel Hughes, Janaya Kizzie, and Keri King. 30 Aug. 2020. <https://thewilburygroup.org/decameron.html>.


